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FTSE Private Banking Index Reaches Milestone 
 

 
London, 13 July  2006:  FTSE Private Banking Index celebrates a membership milestone 

this month, as it now includes 40 leading institutions which have joined  as members. 

Industry heavyweights such as ABN AMRO, Fortis Bank and Clariden Bank now share their 

asset allocation information with the index calculators, making the FTSE Private Banking 

Index a completely transparent and representative measure of private banks’ performance.  

High net worth individuals and their money managers can  see at a glance whether their 

investment returns are above, below or in line with industry averages, across a range of risk 

profiles and currencies.  

 

Imogen Dillon Hatcher, Managing Director, FTSE Group and Ariel Salama, Chairman, Private 

Banking Index Limited  said: “ FTSE Private Banking Index now reflects the performance of  

institutions which together represent USD1.5 trillion of assets under management.  We are 

particularly proud that a range of private banks including Kredietbank Luxembourgeoise, 

Bank Vontobel, and Mirabaud have joined the index, underlining its growing acceptance by 

the industry”. 

 
Since it was established in late 2005, FTSE Private Banking Index has brought an welcome 

layer of transparency to this previously un-measured asset class.  Winning the support and 

participation of so many leading private banks is a strong signal of the great demand for 

this index.  

 
An  independent advisory committee, which oversees the management of the index has also 

been established. The committee consists of leading investment managers who serve in a 

personal capacity. 

 

More details about FTSE Private Banking index, including Committee members, and index 

constituents, please visit www.ftse.com/privatebanking or www.privatebankingindex.com. 
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For more information  

FTSE Group 

Sabrina Bhangoo/Jo Mayall, +44 207 866 1821 or media@ftse.com  

Private Banking Index Ltd 

Roy Scheepe/David Offen, +44 207 038 1440 or info@privatebankingindex.com 

 

Notes to Editors 
About FTSE Group 
 
FTSE Group is a world-leader in the creation and management of indexes. With offices in Beijing, London, 
Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Madrid, Paris, New York, San Francisco, Boston, Shanghai and Tokyo, FTSE Group 
services clients in 77 countries worldwide.  It calculates and manages the FTSE Global Equity Index Series, which 
includes world-recognized indexes ranging from the FTSE All-World Index, the FTSE4Good series and the 
FTSEurofirst Index series, as well as domestic indexes such as the prestigious FTSE 100. The company has 
collaborative arrangements with the Athens, AMEX, Cyprus, Euronext, Johannesburg London, Madrid, NASDAQ 
and Taiwan exchanges, as well as Nomura Securities, Hang Seng and Xinhua Finance of China. FTSE also has a 
collaborative agreement with Dow Jones Indexes to develop a single sector classification system for global 
investors. 

 
FTSE indexes are used extensively by investors world-wide for investment analysis, performance measurement, 
asset allocation, portfolio hedging and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds. Independent 
committees of senior fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and other experienced practitioners review 
all changes to the indexes to ensure that they are made objectively and without bias.  Real-time FTSE indexes 
are calculated on systems managed by Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.   

 
 About Private Banking Index Limited 
 
Based in London, Private Banking Index Limited is dedicated to wealth management investment solutions by 
combining cutting edge modelling techniques and industry based practical knowledge.  Its approach to multi-
asset class portfolio constructions is unique in that it involves the members of the industry in determining the 
benchmark, rather than forcing a benchmark on the industry.  This results in adding transparency and simplicity 
to a complex investment management process, two features which are benefiting equally all constituents of the 
wealth management industry. 
 


